
CRAYOLA DRY-ERASE
ACTIVITY CENTER

Whether you’re at home or
on-the-go, the Crayola

Dry-Erase Activity Center is
great for learning. Have your
child use this activity center
while he is at home or while

you’re traveling to make
learning fun and entertaining.

CRAYOLA SUPER STAMPING KIT
Everything your young artist needs to create
colorful stamping masterpieces! Easy-Grip

Stampers in fun shapes and washable ink-pads.
Also comes with Washable Crayons, Colored
Pencils, Scissors, Construction Paper and 3

Sticker Sheets.

RUBIK’S THE VOID
PUZZLE

The Rubik's Void Puzzle is a
'hole' new puzzle with a 'hole'
new challenge but something is
missing. This puzzle challenges
you more than the standard 3x3

Rubik's cube.
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LEVEL ONE PRIZES
(Pick one.)

Note: Product descriptions (care of Toys R’ Us and other sources) have been included so
parents can help their sons make a choice based on more than the colorful pictures. 

DELUXE BAIS HAMIKDASH MODEL

Learn all the Bais Hamikdosh details when you
assemble this quality die cut model. Contains

approx. 175 pieces for hours of fun!     

HOT WHEELS GIFT PACK

For the serious Hot Wheels collector or a kid
who just loves to play with cool model cars, this

Hot Wheels 20-Car Pack delivers an instant
collection in one easy box. 

Larso_000
Text Box
Class sponsorships still available! Please call Rabbi Larson at (786) 859-6498 if you are interested.



ORIGINAL 3D CRYSTAL PUZZLES

Original 3D Crystal Puzzles take 3D
puzzling to the next level. The sleek and

glossy designs delight the mind and the eyes.
(Choose the puppy OR the treasure chest.)
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LEGO PIRATES SHIPWRECK DEFENSE 

Enjoy swashbuckling adventures with the LEGO®
Pirates Shipwreck Defense, featuring a pirate's
shipwreck hideout with a hinged port side for

realistic cannon-impact effect.

LEGO RACE CAR

Take on any racer with the super-speedy Race Car!
Set the spoiler, blast away from the grid and race

through the twistiest corners. Finish the race ahead
of the pack and lift the big winner's trophy!

RUBIK’S JR PUZZLE

Finally, a Rubik's puzzle that EVERYONE can
solve it! This is the ideal puzzle to introduce a
child to the world of Rubik's. Three ways to
play - match the colored sides up, make the

monkey's face, or match colors AND make the
face.



PERPLEXUS

Flip twist & spin
your way to the

finish line!
Perplexus is

easy-to-use, but
hard to master!

PERPLEXUS
EPIC

You’ve mastered
the Original

Perplexus Rookie
3D Puzzle Maze.
Now can you beat

the Perplexus
Epic?

Can you make it
through a

labyrinth of over
70 challenging

barriers?

PERPLEXUS WARP

Perplexus Warp brings a whole
new shape and new challenges to

the award-winning range of
Perplexus 3-D games. Perplexus

Warp is the first non-sphere
Perplexus maze! Its unique shape
maximizes visibility as you twist,

turn and bend to master the
curvy, pivotal, leaping maze.

And now there's a Warp Drive
that lets you control the ball form

the outside!
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LEVEL TWO PRIZES
(Pick one. Or, if you like, you may order two prizes from level one.)

3D GLOBE PUZZLE 
Perfectly crafted, curved puzzle pieces allow for an exact
fit and are easily assembled together to form a solid,
smooth ball - with no glue required!
Product Dimensions (in inches): 8.9 x 8.6 x 2.7

LEGO NINJAGO KAI FIGHTER

Take off and weave between the skyscrapers of New Ninjago City with
Kai in the cockpit. Shoot the gold-tipped flick missiles into the path of
the evil General Cryptor and evade blasts from his ground-to-air laser
rocket launcher. Defeat General Cryptor then flip the wings back to

engage speed mode and zoom away.



CRAYOLA DRY ERASE LIGHT-UP BOARD

Draw on the white side with the eight Dry-Erase bright crayons for regular
fun, or flip it over to draw on the black side to help make the images pop.
Then when you want to add extra excitement, activate light-up mode and

show off your visual creation with a light-show!

LEGO CHIMA ROGON’S ROCK FLINGER

Rogon and Rinona are out on patrol searching for the
6-legged Sparacon who stole their CHI. Push the tail of the
Rock Flinger down for pursuit mode and speed across the
Chima landscape. When they spot Sparacon, activate the

catapult and fling the rock into the spider's path. Duel with
Sparacon and his Spider Carapace blaster on the ground,
using the 5-barreled Boulder Boomer and Hammer Horn

and recover the Rhino tribe's priceless CHI!

HOT WHEELS TURBO CHARGER
REMOTE CONTROL

The Hot Wheels Turbo Charger Remote
Control is a fun way to practice your driving

skills! This remote control car has full-function
R/C driving and a "turbo mode" feature. Press

button to activate turbo mode and light up
engine for high speed R/C fun!
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MEGA RUBIX CUBE

Have you ever seen a Rubix Cube
like this before? This 7 X 7 X 7
cube will keep you riveted for

hours! Good luck, and if you
figure out how to solve it, let

us know, because we still
haven’t!

The Rubix Bundle
Three crazy new kinds of
Rubix cubes! Each one is
designed to challenge and
delight you, these toys will

provide hours of
entertainment.



Kodak Digital Camera
-12-megapixel resolution for stunning prints
-3x optical zoom
-2.7-inch LCD with KODAK Color Science Technology
-Kodak's Smart Capture feature; Face Recognition feature
-Capture images to SD/SDHC memory cards (not included)

Zinc Nitro Kick Scooter
We’re sure you will love zooming along on the Zinc Nitro
Kick Scooter, which features front and back lights for cool

illuminated effects even when the sun's gone down.
Accelerating engine sounds and rear screeching brakes

help bring this scooter to life, and the Nitro graphics on the
footboard complete the scooter's tough and stylish look.
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LEVEL THREE PRIZES
(Pick one. Or, if you like, you may pick one prize from level one and one prize from

level two. Or, you may pick three prizes from level one.)

COTTON CANDY
MACHINE

Transforms hard
candy or sugar into

delicious, fluffy
cotton candy! Clear
rim guard lets you

see each batch being made! Includes 2 reusable plastic
cones, 1 sugar scoop and 1 extractor head.  Unit

disassembles easily for simple cleaning.
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LEGO
LEGENDS
OF CHIMA
LAVAL'S

FIRE LION
SET

Help Laval
and Cragger
get to the blue
CHI crystals
before the
powerful
Mungus does
with the LEGO Legends of Chima Laval's Fire Lion Set, which
features Laval's mighty lion to help even out the fight. The fire
lion reaches full height when put into fire CHI power mode, and
is ready to attack Mungus with its strong snapping jaws and

sharp, fiery claws. Fire four missiles at once from the rocket pod to prevent Mungus from getting
away with the CHI, and choose the race mode to set off in pursuit. Posable joints and translucent
flame elements make the giant fire lion realistic and intimidating. Imagine a new adventure every time
with this fun, 450-piece set.

Worriz and Gorzan,
with his fire CHI
power vehicle, must
battle their way into
Sir Fangar's Ice
Fortress to reclaim the
CHI. The Saber-tooth
leader is forging
weapons for the other
awoken ice warriors in
the weapons room, so
they will need all of
their skills to succeed.
Move fast before the Saber-tooth warriors flip the bridge or activate the stairs
trap. Evade shots from the ball shooter and avoid capture in the ice prison. Seek
out Sir Fangar on his throne and grab the
CHI! Includes 5 minifigres with assorted
weapons: Sir Fangar, Strainor, Voom Voom,
Worriz and Gorzan.


